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Interested in this product?
Click here to see this 

product line.

Turbo® Stripper #10-4805
120 volt - 2400 watt - 20 amps - 310 lbs.
The Turbo® Stripper has come to be known as the 
most powerful self-propelled floor stripper available in 
its class. The Turbo is designed to remove the most 
difficult floorcoverings on the market today, to include 
commercial carpet, vinyl, tile, rubber goods, sport 
surfaces and removes glue residues. The exclusive 
hand operated clutch and unequaled traction makes 
the Turbo Stripper easy to maneuver. We feature 
specialty blades for the Turbo Stripper including self-
dicing to eliminate precutting your own strips and tile 
blade to protect the stripper jaws.

Features: Self -propelled, hand operated clutch, 
power overload protection, removable weights, 
adjustable handle, 14 inch width blade jaw with 5000 
strokes per minute ram action. Includes 2 blades, 
tools, eye protection and 30' power cord.

 Operating Manual 1.9MB PDF file, 
      requires Adobe Acrobat

Turbo® Weight Cradle™ #10-4810
"A must for tile removal"
A 75 lb. weight cradle has been introduced for use 
with the Sinclair Turbo® Stripper™. This new system 
provides additional weight centered directly over the 
blade for use during more difficult floor covering 
removal applications, such as VAT/VCT, wood, 
rubber, ceramics, etc.. Components include Weight 
Cradle, 75 lb. weight assembly with handle and 
hardware.

Super Stripper™ #10-4700
120 volt - 2400 watt - 20 amps - 220 lbs.
The Super Stripper™ is our no nonsense production 
machine. The Super Stripper provides heavy weight, 
forward drive motion and ram action blade movement 
to remove the toughest of floorcoverings including 
carpet, vinyl, VAT/VCT. Drive and blade action is on 
and off at switch. A proven achiever.
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Features: Adjustable handle height, removable 
weights for easy load and unload, 2400 watt 110 volt 
motor with current limitor, 5000 strokes per minute, 
12" blade width.

 Operating Manual 1.76MB PDF file, 
      requires Adobe Acrobat

 

Bravo Stripper™ #10-4953
120 volt - 2000 watt - 17 amps - 145 lbs.
Our new mid-range self propelled, variable speed 
floor removal machine is ideal for residential or 
commercial take up of vinyl, carpet, VAT or VCT.

Features: 8,500 Oscillating strokes per minute, 
variable speed control, blade angle adjustment, 
adjustable handle angle, top handle adjusts from side 
to side for wall clearance, dual dedicated motors (one 
for the drive system and one for blade cutting action), 
hand operated clutch for the drive system, power 
overload protection, additional weight for tougher take 
ups, utilizes our 8" self dicing blade (no pre cutting of 
flooring necessary) or Razor Attachment for adhesive 
residue removal. Comes with eye protection, 2 blades 
and tools.

 Operating Manual 2.25MB PDF file, 
      requires Adobe Acrobat

 

Duro Stripper™ #10-4954
120 volt - 2000 watt - 17 amps - 26 lbs.
The most powerful manually operated floor stripper on 
the market. Unmatched in durable design, the Duro 
Stripper can tackle the most difficult jobs. This unit 
can remove all types of floor coverings from wood or 
concrete surfaces. Remove the handle and use by 
hand for more precise work around porcelain, 
cabinetry, stairs, etc.

Features: Stand up or hand held operation, exclusive 
foot operated on/off switch, spring loaded travel 
wheels, oscillating blade action with 8,500 oscillating 
strokes per minute. Comes with carrying case, 2 
blades, eye protection and tools.

 Operating Manual 1.15MB PDF file, 
      requires Adobe Acrobat

 

Eco Stripper™ #10-4510
120 volt - 2000 watt - 17 amps - 22 lbs.
Our economical manually operated stripper for carpet, 
vinyl and VAT/VCT. Great for cleanup and small jobs. 
Can be used in a stand up or hand held mode.

Features: Adjustable handle, 2000 watt 110 volt 
motor and 6300 oscillating strokes per minute, current 
limitor and is 110 volt.

 Operating Manual 1.45MB PDF file, 
      requires Adobe Acrobat
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Junior Stripper #10-4645
120 volt - 650 watt - 5.5 amps - 6.8 lbs.
The most maneuverable, durable mini stripper 
available. The Junior Stripper is ideal for removing 
cushion back and soft vinyl's on wood or concrete 
surfaces. This unit is a must for wall paper, paint and 
abatement removals. With its reduced vibration, it is 
most effective in detailed, hard to reach areas where 
precision work is needed.

Features: Cushioned grip, reduced vibration, 10,000 
strokes per minute oscillating blade action, complete 
with carrying case, eye protection, blade and tool.

 Operating Manual 0.5MB PDF file, 
      requires Adobe Acrobat

 

Turbo®/Super Replacement Blades
10-4651T (Upper), 10-4801D (Lower)
#10-4801D...............14" Self-Dicing
#10-4801..................14" Flexible
#10-4802..................14" Rigid
#10-4803....................8" Rigid
#10-4804....................6" Rigid
#10-4807..................14" x 5" Ceramic/Parquet
#10-4651T................12" Tile Blade
#10-4651D...............12" Self-Dicing
#10-4652..................12" Rigid

 

Duro/Bravo/Eco Replacement Blades
10-4906D
#10-4903....................8" x 5" Rigid
#10-4904....................8" Flexible
#10-4906....................8" Rigid
#10-4906D.................8" Self-Dicing
#10-4907T..................8" Tile Blade
#10-4909....................8" Razor Attachment

 

Junior Replacement Blades
10-4641
#10-4641...................4.5" Rigid
#10-4642...................5.5" Rigid
#10-4643...................8" Rigid 
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